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Abstract: The purpose of the project is to develop a system/assistant that will assist a visually impaired 

person and communicate the person by speaking through the earpiece. As it has been noted from time to time 

that the way world is developing faster in terms of technology by creating the robot or AI’s in replacement 

of human resource as much as it has it’s negative impact it also has it’s positive impact. In case of artificial 

intelligence where virtual assistance is created for aiding the people and mainly it helpful for special aided 

people in their day to day work such as recognizing a person or distinguishing an object, these tasks are 

straightforward for common people but can be very difficult for people that are visually impaired or 

visionless. The system will help the person to recognize people, add new faces and detect objects that are in 

their vicinity and their lives can be made smoother by assisting them to descry what is present in front of 

them at that instant. The aim of the project is to develop a mobile application that consist of numerous deep 

learning models that will help applications increase their administration. The primary working of the system 

will consist of the camera where it’ll be continuously feeding the images for inputs, the core system processing 

this input information and the earpiece will act as the output device to provide this result to the user. This 

project applies the concept of Deep learning i.e. Neural networks. The system comprises a camera that 

acquires images and sends them to the application, where a powerful processor derives information from 

them and explains them to the user through a distinct audible message. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

“Virtual Assistant for visually impaired”, this project applies the concept of Deep learning i.e. Neural networks. The 

models employed for our project are - Face Detection and Object Detection. The system comprises a camera that acquires 

images and sends them to the application, where a powerful processor derives information from them and explains them 

to the user through a distinct audible message. The device will continuously detect all the faces in front of the person 

and verify them against all the faces of the people who have been previously taught to the device. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Many researchers have contributed to the current field. Varied mixtures of existing technologies are used. Braille 

systems, screen magnifiers, etc. went through some developments however later sweet-faced technical problems. 

Pilling et al. conducted a study to work out whether or not the web provides opportunities for disabled folks to hold out 

activities that they were antecedently unable to try and do or whether or not it results in larger social exclusion. 

Sinks and kings et al. states that there's no noted analysis to work out the explanations folks with disabilities can’t access 

the web. Muller et al on the opposite hand state that the first barrier to unavailability is that of economic and technical 

capabilities. 

This thought is seconded by Kirsty et al. World Health Organization states that dangerous HTML code and use of pdf 

causes a hindrance in accessing the web for the visually impaired though the W3C mentions a listing of pointers for 

maintaining a high level of accessibility for the visually impaired. 

Power et al, states that solely fifty.4% of the issues encountered by users were lined by Success Criteria within the 

website Accessibility pointers a pair of.0 (WCAG 2.0) and 16.7% of internet sites enforced techniques suggested in 

WCAG a pair of.0 however the techniques didn't solve the issues. 
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Android phone-controlled voice gesture and bit screen operated chair wherever voice and gesture ar recognized through 

golem. Developers additionally created a universal voice management on golem that is employed to launch golem 

applications via voice commands. 

For communication the system’s output to the user further as for confirming the user input, the recognized input is 

compete back to the user exploitation the Python text-to- speech library (pytssx3). 

The modules square measure written in Python and build use of chemical element for automation of the various module 

and delightful Soup for scraping the contents of the online page. The “Script” part of every module consists of custom 

code that entails the options of the web site contained within the module. 

For instance, the Wikipedia module consists of a matter and Answer and outline feature in conjunction with the standard 

feature of reading out the complete article. The previous is enforced by coaching a BERT model on the Stanford Question 

responsive Dataset (SQuaD). 

The arthropod genus that holds the system along is written in Flask. The software package is working system freelance 

to support hassle-free application and usage of the system. 

  

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system includes a standard client-server distributed design. The system consists of the most menu that initial runs 

on the startup of the computer code and therefore the web site modules. The shopper communicates with the server and 

back with the utilization of REST Apis, therefore the web site modules aren't native to the shopper. Throughout the 

system, the user communicates with the software code via a speech-to-text interface. The Google library of speech-to-

text (Speech Recognition) for Python is employed for this purpose. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: System Architecture 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

Main Menu      Call and Message Module 

                   
  

        Time/Date/Battery Level             Currency Detection 

 

 

  

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The major challenge in developing stable software is to involve a few keystrokes as possible and to provide an end to 

end experience with the help of voice. The indulgence of multiple languages and setting the right pace of the speech 

when played back to the user are important factors to consider. 

To support the widespread usage of the software, a important parameter is the dependency of the software on the local 

environment and operating systems. While the tech has evolved immensely, the accessibility, especially the internet for 

the special cases is still stagnant. 
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The first main objective is to bridge the accessibility gap between the common user and also the visually impaired people 

with regards to the web. 

The internet is blind to the visually impaired, however to not build the converse the reality, in here gift associate degree 

end-to-end voice-based software system for the visually impaired to modify them to access the web with stripped to no 

keystrokes needed. 

The user can offer the commands he desires to execute as a voice input rather than employing a keyboard. The software 

system then uses a speech to text module to convert the input speech to text which can be the command to be executed. 

The command is executed using selenium web driver. Once executed the user will have three options: - either to read 

the entire content of the website, read a summary or ask a question. 

The second and third options are implemented using machine learning. Once the voice input is taken and the command 

is executed the output is said to user using the text to speech module. 

Thus, the software manages to make the internet more accessible easily, quickly and more effectively for the visually 

impaired. 

 
Fig: Proposed System 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1 Currency Detection 

User will specifically request for currency information to that the AI can respond providing the currency information. It 

consists of two main actors that's the user and AI. AI can reply to all user connected queries. Application can capture the 

image and therefore the images are going to be processed by AI and supply appropriate response like the currency 

detected and their kind 

 

Fig: Currency Recognition 
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6.2 Working 

In order to interact with the application, the user has to launch app. The captured image knowledge are sent to service 

layer wherever all the process in performed and therefore the currency is detected. A response are sent from the service 

layer and therefore the output are displayed within the read or the appliance screen. 

User can even request for manual object detection if needed. at the side of Image process, Speech synthesis is provided 

to give additional accessibility to the user. 

The response from the application is in the form of speech, all the detected currency related information will be informed 

to the user using speech to assist the visually impaired. 

 

VII. OUTPUT 

In the next section we can see how the application is able to detect the currency with the help of the camera. When the 

application is in use, the camera is used as background service to assist user by continuously processing surrounding 

data and providing information to the user. The response time of the application is less in making it useful in a real world 

scenario. 

 

VIII. RESULT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig: Home Page               Fig: Battery Status         Fig: Currency Recognition 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig: Message Inbox 
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Fig: Phone Manager 

 

IX. MODULES 

 Time 

 Date 

 Battery Level 

 Currency Recognition 

 Message 

 Call 

 

X. APPLICATIONS 

Virtual Assistant provides the feature of providing answers to a particular question from a given text of data, thus now 

the user does not have to read the entire text to figure out the answer, he/she has to simply input the question, the software 

will find out the answer from the text data on itself using machine learning. The software also provides a summary of 

the text using machine learning, so the user doesn't have to read the entire thing and thus making it easy to access the 

website. Thus, using machine learning and speech to text techniques we make the task of accessing the website, which 

was earlier difficult Now super easy, quick and efficient. Thus, we believe that virtual assistants for the visually impaired 

are the beginning of Web 3.0. 

  

XI. CONCLUSION 

Various techniques to implement the aforementioned system are analyzed and summarized. Various systems have 

different ways of implementation along with some limitations and restrictions. These types of systems are very critical 

for multiple reasons and the occurrence of an error in such a system/device may cause catastrophic damage and loss. 

The system we are achieving overcomes the limitations of the already implemented systems. Our system consists of a 

basic UI on a web-based application and comprises several Deep learning models; some of them are object detection, 

face recognition-using TF, TTS, speech recognition and so on. These modules will work together and assist in vital 

activities like object detection as well as face detection and recognition for the visually impaired 
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